POINT OF CARE

Omnicell Essentials

Get More from
Your OmniCenter Devices
The key to solving medication management challenges starts with data
visibility. The Omnicell automation you’ve invested in generates vast amounts
of data – but how can you easily access it? Omnicell Essentials gives you the
visibility you need to gain a clearer understanding of pharmacy inventory.
With insightful data you can make better decisions about actions to take.
Available at no additional cost with Omnicell® XT Automated Dispensing
Cabinets, Essentials provides visibility into cabinet inventory and potential
indicators of drug misuse across Omnicell devices. The insight you gain from
the cloud-based Essentials dashboard can help you:
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Right-size overall inventory levels
Manage medication expiration
Strategize on use of high-value items
Identify compliance issues that may indicate drug diversion

By harnessing data from our automation solutions, Omnicell supports your
journey to a more Autonomous Pharmacy. Easier access to data means
smarter decisions and stronger results.

See Medication Inventory Like Never Before
Improve your view of OmniCenter®-based inventory all in one place. Easyto-use dashboards provide visibility into current inventory levels and help
you assess how much medication is at risk of expiring, and the value of that
inventory. With Essentials you can:
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Balance cabinet inventory needs specific to patient care areas
Adjust item par levels in each cabinet to reduce excess inventory
Identify medication at risk of expiring to minimize waste
View inventory value based on item wholesale acquisition cost (WAC)
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Compliance Visibility Supports Your Diversion Program
Monitoring controlled substances is a priority for your health system.
Essentials analyzes OmniCenter data to help identify potential diversion
activity. The Compliance Visibility feature surfaces potential issues, such as
healthcare workers who are not following proper medication dispensing and
handling practices.
The Essentials dashboard provides near real-time visibility into controlled
substances across all OmniCenter devices to identify:
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Essentials dashboard really helps
“ The
us to focus on where we need to
spend our time. You just don’t get
that with a report.”
A John Rossi, Director of Pharmacy,
Mount Nittany Medical Center

Excessive users who are dispensing far more controlled substances
than their peers
Return bin discrepancies
Staff who have unresolved discrepancies due to poor documentation

With this increased visibility, pharmacy leaders and nurse managers can
move quickly to resolve discrepancies, open diversion investigations, or
provide additional training on compliance procedures.

Take Your Pharmacy Operations to the
Next Level with Omnicell One
Omnicell One™ is our technology-enabled service that delivers visibility,
insights, and workflow tools to help you achieve even greater pharmacy
performance.
Omnicell One leverages predictive and prescriptive analytics through a
cloud data platform that consolidates information across the medication
management process, providing recommendations for inventory
management to reduce waste and control spend. Omnicell One surfaces
suggestions and empowers you to assign those tasks and monitor their
closure via closed loop workflows.

Visit Omnicell.com/intelligence to learn more today.
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